FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Coalesse® Launches the Millbrae collection at NeoCon 2011
An extensive lounge collection inspired by the Metro Legacy

San Francisco, CA -- Coalesse, the leader in live/work
furnishings, is pleased to pay homage to one of its legacy
brands with the introduction of Millbrae – a comprehensive
collection of lounge seating and occasional tables. Inspired by
the mid-century designs of the Metro Furniture brand, Coalesse
updated the collection for today’s live/work environments.
Millbrae offers both residential and contract sensibilities
through a series of lifestyle and contract lounges, and
coordinating tables.

It fits effortlessly in lobby, lounge and

residential settings.

Both lounges are composed of simple

architectural forms.

-more-

“We’ve added modern elements to the original Metro blueprint
to create a new timeless collection for the Coalesse lounge
portfolio,” said Coalesse Creative Director.
The Millbrae lifestyle lounge is generously proportioned with
plush cushions featuring an elegant cross stitch tufting detail. It
offers a softer sit and a more lean-back posture not usually seen
in contract pieces. The lifestyle lounge is available in 1, 2, and 3
seat options.

Millbrae lifestyle lounge & bench shown with Bob Chair and Carl Hansen sofa table

The Millbrae contract lounge features paneled, quilted cushions
that allude to classic tufted upholstery. It offers a firmer, more
upright sit than its lifestyle lounge counterpart and provides
durability to accommodate almost any contract setting. The
contract lounge is available in 1, 2, 3 and 4 seat options.
Handed armed benches allow for the creation of an 8 seat sofa
for large scale waiting areas.
-more-

Millbrae Contract lounge shown with Millbrae occasional tables

Millbrae occasional tables complement the lounge seating
offering with a coordinating steel frame available in brushed
nickel or black gloss powder coated finishes. They come in
various sizes in square and rectangle shapes, and the tops are
available in 10 glass colors and ubatuba granite. The beautiful
table structure creates a stunning visual as a stand-alone piece.

-more-

Bases are steel in brushed nickel or black gloss powder coated
finishes.

It meets Level 1 and SCS Indoor air quality

certifications.
Priced competitively in its product category, the tufted lounge
starts at $1,885 COM; the quilted lounge starts at $1,635 COM;
and the bench starts at $1,335 COM. The square table starts at
$1500.

Millbrae is available for order on September 19, 2011 through
Coalesse dealers; a list of local dealers can be found at
www.coalesse.com.

For more information, visit Coalesse at booth 1032 or at
www.coalesse.com/millbrae.

About Coalesse
Our mission at Coalesse is the create inspired live/work
solutions that are relevant for the intensive lifestyles of today.
We design solutions that enable ideas people to work
comfortably in the environment they choose - be it lifestyle or
office-oriented settings - as they toggle back and forth between
activities to meet the demands of an extended workday.
At NeoCon 2011, we are expanding our portfolio with 6 new
collections that express our commitment to this vision and offer
our customers more choices to inspire the new ways they work.
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Designed by Coalesse
The Coalesse Design Studio is located at our Design Center in San
Francisco where we focus on user and workplace research, design
and bringing new live / work solutions to life for contract interiors
and consumer markets.

